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Players Offspring movement jointly with adidas Originals footwear series
2013-08-20 11:50:41 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: hypebeast] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network August 20 hearing, overwhelmed by the adidas Originals sneakers famous British announced officially
complete shop Offspring latest collaboration with build "Pattern Pack" joint footwear line. This series of shoes designed to break
gender boundaries, based on the full use of the ink, Aztec totem ethnic and snakeskin pattern three kinds of dazzling element, select
its classic adidas Originals ZX800, ZX8000x and hair like Superstar 80s as an outline, constitute high quality suede shoes theme,
and a different pattern into which embellished greatly increased viewability. "Pattern Pack" co-branded footwear line will begin
shipping in late August. 
Related news
Adidas headquarters staff canteen canteen is probably the best of the world environment, which is located on a small hill, facing the
small lake clear, backed by lush woods, gate There is a small bridge across the lake from. Adidas employees in spacious and bright,
clean and tidy two-story small building meal, you can leisurely sit and drink a cup of coffee in the cafeteria outside parasols, dry in the
sun, or sitting in the lake on top of a small pier wood stairs eating ice cream while chatting. 
everything in the restaurant food, variety, cafeteria chef's hats and clothes are with Adidas products. 
adidas employees have so elegant and comfortable dining environment really let outsiders envy. Here is Adidas headquarters
canteen some pictures. 
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classic sports brand adidas Originals year of the cooperative planning are people's blood boil. In collaboration with music stars is the
focus of its streets, from Kanye West Kanye & middotafter Sylvester joined their new adidas Originals Front, which Kanye West's
music label GOOD Music artists have become under their partner of adidas Originals. Since Big Sean x adidas Originals "Metro
Attitude & quotafter this barbarian official also announced the popular rapper Pusha T launched the following Pusha T x adidas EQT
Running Guidance '93 cooperate shoes in classic EQT Guidance 93 modeled departure, the overall. champagne and white. burst
crack design leather on filling its superior art, design flake heel also ingenuity. "King Push 'words on the surface of the buckle identity.
Of shoes makes a whole fell in love, which sells for $ 200 dollars, and will be officially on sale this month on the 23rd, interested
friends may pay more attention.
Britain's leading leather tanning factories Charles F. Stead to produce the finest leather and famous Seiko production, recently
released LunarGrand Cole Haan new series on the selection of Charles F. Stead most prestigious Kudu antelope Pigg suede, And
breath released three shoes, goes gray "Limestone" in Longwing, golden "Camello" the Chukka and big red "Masonry" the Penny
Tassel, early in the morning by flash vibrant color to the eye! 
These kudu antelope skin, has a gentle but firm cortical structure and lasting and fresh qualities, natural materials and simple
processes are unique and original taste of the perfect embodiment of both current favorite retro feeling or sharp goods friends, not to
be missed! The new Cole Haan in SoHo, New York flagship store, top fashion boutiques Boston Concepts, as well as Japan's Dover
Street Market Ginza in Ginza and other First to meet with you, ladies and interested parties must focus on early Oh! 
To celebrate the month's topic Planning NIKE black 2013 Black History Month Collection of the perfect ending, Jordan Brand invited
to celebrity designer Don C, namely RSVP Gallery and the New York brand Just Don the main reason people, to launch a project
called "JUST JORDAN" the BHM limited edition set, and handed over to eBay charity auction. 
It is reported that a "JUST JORDAN" BHM limited edition package will contain one pair with full black leather crafted, and into the
snake pattern, floral elements embellishment of air jordan 1, and the use of hand-tanned nubuck leather and snakeskin system
snapback hat into one. Full combination of 37 units, will be Feb. 21 PST 17:00 PST until February 28 21:00, selling on eBay. As The
proceeds from the auction will be donated to the American nonprofit service organization Big Brothers Big Sisters of America,
interested friends can sign JUSTJORDANBHM.COM View details, or visit eBay.com be candid. 
HUF from California, New York, following the previous joint skateboard team Bronze 56k released after summer clothing line,
overwhelmed by the release of the two sides together again in autumn and winter 2015 catalog. This time use video processing
techniques lo-fi lo-fi quality and rough tile pattern, with Vapour wave music videos skateboard team is definitely the most notable
characteristic of Bronze 56K, with sub-cultural blend of street style skateboarding let them blooming splendor. 
This time the clothing on the use of the same striking Bronze 56K mark, a sign Windows98 improved by the new logo appear on
linking multiplied pants and hat, blessing HUF identification Liangmingshenfen. In addition, also release T-shirt and coat with 3M
materials to build, package, all reflect the Bronze 56K striking individuality. Brand new series of products online store will be landing
on the 22nd of this month, a friend might like to consider buying.
Sports players Nike Free Rift Sandal "BEAMS Limited" series 2015-05-18 14:49:03 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source:
hypebeast] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network May 18 hearing, Nike recently teamed up to launch a Free Rift Sandal BEAMS limited color range. This time
the two sides in all black, fluorescent green, sea blue build vamp, supplemented by different color insoles, toe Swoosh Logo and
Free hexagonal sole contrast, highlight the brand and technology elementsplus the "Great Rift Valley" lines created by excellent
texture, the entire series after all, the ultimate interpretation of the concept of modern fashion. (Chinese shoes Network - the most
authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partners: Zhuo poetry Nepalese shoes) 
Duang !! sweep swept away, there are surprises !!! 
station
Related news
Heller Brown on Nike "shoes crazy will" come to an end 2013-12-08 22:40:54 October 31 evening, in this Halloween night, the
brightest Nike Sneaker enthusiasts gathered in Shanghai brand experience stores, the latest one was held Heller Brown "crazy



shoes will be" period of Nike. Site not only shows the many pairs of Lebron himself on foot combat had precious shoes, Nike staff
also is the brightest Sneaker enthusiasts to explain the latest design concepts Nike Lebron 10, and invited you for the well-known
Sneakerhead, let They live with a friend about his story Lebron shoes and introduced his precious collections, these stories may
come from the little emperor, might anecdotes from his collection of shoes, may also come from the fans themselves and shoes rub
out sparks. With shoes and friends, this is Nike held "crazy shoes will be" the main purpose in the country, so that people who love
shoes gathered together to share their insights shoes!
Sneakersnstuff sports players and Reebok launched the United multiply footwear
2013-05-27 11:45:06 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: hypebeast] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network May 27 hearing, this collaboration with Reebok's really planning Sneakersnstuff wave after wave, the two
sides not only launched Special Edition Classic Leather shoes for the 30th anniversary of the launch, but were released after a period
of joint version of RMX Run 10, Question Mid and Insta Pump Fury. Until recently the two sides once again to Question Mid tone for
the design, to create a new "A Shoe About Nothing 'shoes. The new work also uses suede build, to take wine red blue lake look
show. Sneakersnstuff of SNS logo printed on the tongue, the shoes ankle Question Mid position represented a "Q" word patterns,
coupled with Hexalite honeycomb cushioning system, in order to inject sufficient freshness classic. 
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